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2.8. Paradigm-specific and �
language-specific constructs

  While the previous sections covered everything that 
is needed for a programming language, there are 
constructs that some languages have in addition

  While most of the time these constructs are particular 
to the language, there are also some that can be 
assigned to the paradigm behind the language

  Among the paradigm-specific constructs are pattern 
matching; language-specific constructs deal, for 
example, with parallelism (at least so far) or sensors
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Specific constructs in Java
  Java introduced several language-specific constructs 

that deal with
 Parallel processing via threads
 Graphical user interfaces by defining first the 

AWT and then the Swing package
 Help with code documentation by javadoc
  Internet applications using applets
 Help with reuse of components using Java Beans
  Internationalization
  Inspection of a program by the program itself 

using reflection
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Threads (I)

  Threads allow for having several threads of control 
being executed at the same time, thus providing 
some kind of lightweight processes

  Java provides a Thread class in the java.lang package
  This class either requires an object of the interface 

Runnable (that defines a run method) or the 
programmer must subclass Thread and define his/her 
own run method

  The code of the run method describes the actions of 
the thread
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Threads (II)

  Thread also defines a method start
  When start is called, it calls run and returns 

immmediately to its own caller, so that from then on 
the thread is running concurrently with the main 
thread of execution

  Class MyThread extends Thread { 
 public void run () { …} 

} 
… 
Thread myTh = new MyThread(); 
myTh.start(); 
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Controlling the execution of threads 
(I)

  The call of the main method always creates a thread
  If several threads are active on just one computer, a 

scheduler must assign time slices of the processor 
time to the different threads

  The Thread class allows to set priorities for threads, 
but how exactly they influence the scheduler 
depends on the operating system that runs the 
program

  If a thread calls the yield method, it gives back the 
processor to the scheduler and puts itself back into 
the scheduler queue 
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Controlling the execution of threads 
(II)

  The sleep method has an integer as argument and 
when called the thread is not put into the queue of 
the scheduler for the given number of milliseconds

  By calling the join method of another thread, a thread 
can delay its execution until the other thread has 
finished its work. It can be called with a number that 
represents the milliseconds the calling process is 
willing to wait (in order to avoid deadlocks)

  Calling the interrupt method of a thread tells this 
thread to stop its work (there is a isInterrupted method 
the thread can check and an exception) 
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Thread synchronization (I)

  While threads run in parallel, they might want to 
access the same object, resp. use methods of the same 
object

  To lock any concurrent access to an object, Java 
provides the synchronized modifier for methods and 
the synchronized statement for usage within methods

  If a synchronized code segment is executed for an 
object, the object is locked and cannot be accessed by 
other threads 
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Thread synchronization (II)

  If a thread wants to access an object that is locked, the 
thread is put into a waiting queue

  When the lock is removed, a method called by 
another thread that is waiting for the object is put 
into the scheduler queue and out of the waiting 
queue
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Thread synchronization (III)

  A thread can also wait in general for access to an 
object (without calling a particular method)�
 try { 
   while (!theCondition) 
    wait(); 
   -- do what you want to do 
  }  
  catch(InterruptedException myProblem) { … } 

  wait has to be called from within a synchronized 
method
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Additional specific constructs in 
object-oriented programming 

  There are several "language-independent" 
developments in object-oriented programming:
 Middleware programs that provide additional 

functionality for programs like persistent objects 
and communication channels between programs

 Object-oriented design tools and methodologies 
that help in developing program systems


